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Hello Everyone, 

This year is going to be an incredible exciting year within the commerce 
faculty. We have decided that we are going to really focus on the main issues 
that commerce students struggle with. The issues we have identified are 
issues that we have all heard time and time again need to be addressed. Issues 
like back to back midterms, academic quality and increased communication 
with commerce students. As a caucus we believe that tackling these issues will 
matter to the average commerce student. It will MATTER to the first year 
student who can’t sleep and is neglecting their personal wellness because of 
four straight weeks of back to back weekend midterms. Improving Academic 
Quality will MATTER to the 2nd year student who is paying $1000 for a course 
where the Professor simply reads the information from the textbook. 
Increasing communication among commerce students will MATTER to 
students because it will show them that their SRA is there to fight for them, 
support them and care for them. I hope you have a great time reading these 
plans and if you have any suggestions or questions let us know. 

Kind Regards, 

The Commerce Caucus 
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Objective 1 Develop a Strong Presence among Commerce students at 
DeGroote  

Description We believe that a big issue last year was that the presence of 
the Commerce SRA was not nearly strong enough among 
Commerce students. We are looking to completely revitalize 
that relationship, and be the people that students go to with 
their issues about the Faculty. 

Benefits It will just create a much more open and transparent culture, 
and allow the SRA to truly understand student needs. 

Difficulties There seems to be a culture of apathy towards the SRA in the 
Commerce Faculty. We are looking forwards to breaking down 
those barriers. 

Long-term 
implications  

This would really create a great culture for the SRA and 
Commerce, that would be integral in getting students engaged 
in their student union. 

How? -Class talks at the beginning of the year aimed to introduce 
students to the SRA, as well as welcome them to joint events 
that we hold with the DCS. One idea is to partner with the DCS 
in holding the Dodgeball tournament that is held yearly for 
first years. 

-Increased social media presence that will aim to reach out to 
students on a more regular basis. 

-Weekly office hours aimed to engage students that will be 
held in the KPMG lounge, and partner with DCS to potentially 
have office hours together. 

Partners -DCS  
-Commerce Students 

 
 

Objective 2 Work towards adjusting the midterm schedule to avoid 
back-to-back exams on weekends 

Description A huge obstacle for commerce students are the frequent 
back-to-back midterms that occupy Fridays and Saturdays. 
These midterms create major stresses for commerce 
students and seem to directly clash with the University’s 
focus on mental health and overall wellness. The long term 
goal for this is to do away with back to back midterm exams, 
and to come up with more accommodating midterm 
schedules for commerce students.  

Benefits  Adjusting the midterm schedule would promote wellness for 
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first year and second year commerce students. 
 The midterms would be a much better judge of the students 

understanding if spaced out, as often times certain courses 
are neglected. 

Difficulties -The midterm exam schedule is locked in for the next 
semester, so we are simply starting the process. 

 -The commerce faculty has maintained in the past that this 
has to be done due to scheduling. 
 

How? First 
Semester  
 
 
 

 -Conduct survey aimed at collecting data that can be used to 
highlight to administration that back to back midterm exams 
is a major issue facing commerce students. 

 -Work with DCS to lobby Faculty of Commerce to change 
exam dates.  

 -Meet with Emad Mohammed (Associate Dean Academic) to 
come up with solution to battle this issue. 

 - Potentially look at having midterm exams be completed 
during class time. 

How? 
Second 
Semester 

 Begin Letter Making campaign that would focus on 
commerce students writing letters that would talk about 
their experiences with difficult issues, such as back to back 
midterms. 

 
Long-term 
implications  
 

     This would have huge implications for commerce students 
for years to come as it would reduce the major stress that 
back to back midterms produces. 

Partners  -DCS, Allan Chan DCS VP Academic.  
  -Emad Mohammed (Associate Dean- Commerce) 
 -Commerce Faculty 

 
 

Objective 3 Improve Academic Quality for Commerce Students 
Description A huge complaint among Commerce students for the past 

few years has been the lack of quality in certain classes. A lot 
of the classes in Commerce are simply straight from the 
textbook and their does not seem to be a lot of effort put 
into teaching the subjects effectively. This has prompted a 
number of classes to have a tenth of the students attend 
each class. A lot of students feel as if they’re money is being 
wasted by subpar required classes which the professor is 
simply putting the textbook on slides and reading the 
information out. This year we are looking to tackle this 
problem and pave the way for future generations to have a 
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much better academic quality.  
Benefits Students will benefit from a Student Centered Curriculum. 
Difficulties The faculty says that do not have the money to do problem 

based learning.  
Long-term 
implications  

This will be beneficial for students for years to come. 

How?  -There is a curriculum Reform committee that currently no 
SRA member has a seat on. We are looking to get a seat on 
that committee by meeting with Emad Mohammed 

-Use the Survey as leverage when talking to administration. 

-Start the letter writing campaign in January. 

Partners -DCS  
-Commerce Students 

 
GOALS to strive for 

 
List 5 things that you would like to have prepared for the beginning of 
September 

1. The Survey Questions 
2. Plan event with DCS 
3. Meeting Emad Mohammed 
4. Detailed Social Media Strategy 
5. Weekly Office Hours Schedule. 

  
List 5 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1st) 

1. Commerce Academic Survey 
2. Increased Social Media Presence 
3. Letter writing campaign draft 
4. Class Talks 
5. Joint event with DCS 

 
List 5 things you would like to have completed during the winter term 
(2nd) 

1. Letter Writing Campaign. 
2. Report on progress with Goals. 
3. Sessions to invite people to encourage students to run for 2015-2016 

SRA. 
4. A commitment from administration to scale back on Back to Back 

midterms. 
5. A tangible commitment from Administration to better Academic 

Quality. 
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